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rippled moon
a whisper of wind
in the reeds

Rachel Sutcliffe - UK

night time
cricket chirp
in 4/4

Rich Schilling - USA

frosty days . . .
the vacant warmth
of waning embers

Theresa Okafor - Nigeria

bird bathing
on the front lawn - 
morning dew

Michael Ceraolo - USA

arbour . . .
jasmines fall
among the words

Lucia Cardillo - Italy

still pond
a leaf falls
into its shadow

Pat Davis - USA



August sky
counting the fireflies
from star to star

Eufemia Griffo - Italy

17 raindrops
on the maple leaf
who's counting ku

Ron Scully - USA

rainbow
a burst 
of starlings

th. vandergrau - Sweden

family album
grandfather's roses
still in bloom 

Tia Haynes - USA

mountain trail
another turn
in our conversation

Susan Constable - Canada 

all that flickers
through the pane
magic lantern

C. R. Harper - USA



prairie wind
the last monarch's
first breath

Kelly Sauvage Angel - USA

meadowgrass
I plait her hair
with birdsong

Andy McLellan - UK

spring rain
the lily blooms
into itself 

Lori A. Minor - USA

morning sky
turned upside down
lavender fields

Marilyn Fleming - USA

blood moon
I swap the evening tea 
with rosé

Radostina Dragostinova - Bulgaria

summer's end
the fence splinters
into meadowlarks

Elizabeth Alford - USA



morning haze . . .
the lingering scent
of his Old Spice

Marion Alice Poirier - USA

ocean swell
a boat and a boy
in the bathtub

Jan Dobb - Australia

thick fog
trying to locate
the singing bird

Phyllis Lee - USA

night frost . . .
each breath holds
an owl's hoot

Alan Summers - UK

scattered stars
through space
the night glitters

A. D. Adams - USA

forgetting the name
of a rose . . .
rainy evening

Angiola Inglese - Italy



evening prayer
one by one
stars appear

Tiffany Shaw-Diaz - USA

iced tea
on the balcony -
words left to brew

Helen Buckingham - UK

vying 
for the same fuchsia - 
hummingbird and I 

Marita Gargiulo - USA

all those times
I should have said no
backyard weeds

Deborah P Kolodji - USA

white noses playing
on the beach
zinc cream

Giddy Nielsen-Sweep - Australia

harvest moon
the pumpkin finds     
a kindred spirit
                 
Valentina Ranaldi-Adams - USA



----------  In the Starlight  ----------

monsoon showers . . .
in small hands

a vast sky 

Kumarendra Mallick - India
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